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Heidi S. Pedini, Hashim M. Al-Hashimi.
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA.
Supercoiling has been shown to promote DNA structural transitions from ca-
nonical B-form DNA to alternative DNA structures; one of the most dramatic
being to the left-handed Z-form DNA. Supercoiling pays essential roles in cel-
lular biology; it is required to package genomic DNA into confined regions
within cells, and negative supercoiling is thought to promote DNA strand sep-
aration during DNA replication and transcription initiation. Moreover, promo-
tion of the B-DNA to Z-DNA transition by negative supercoiling occurs under
physiological conditions, suggesting the B-to-Z transition is one way to allevi-
ate negative superhelical stress. Namely, sequences that favor Z-DNA often ex-
ist upstream of transcriptional start sites and their specific location has been
shown to regular transcription levels in vivo. Our objective is to examine the
impact of supercoiling on Z-DNA formation and base pair opening in DNA
at nucleotide and atomic resolution. A major challenge in studying supercoiled
DNA at the atomic scale is that supercoiled closed-circular DNA plasmids
contain thousands of nucleotides and therefore push the limitations for charac-
terizations by biophysical techniques such as NMR and X-Ray crystallography.
Recently, DNA minicircles of less than 100 base pairs have been synthesized
to contain superhelical stress as a model system in biochemical studies to inves-
tigate the influence of superhelical forces on many aspects of DNA such as
energetic stability and protein binding. We propose to overcome experimental
limitations in atomic studies of supercoiled DNA through the development of
a novel biochemical assay, as well as the application of recent advances in
NMR spectroscopy. Using these new tools, we will test the hypothesis that
supercoiling allows access to non-B-form structures, including Z-DNA and
looped out bases, in a sequence-dependent manner.X-Ray Diffraction
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Ionization by Intense X-Ray Radiation
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The high intensity of new x-ray sources such as Free Electron Lasers (FEL) of-
fers the possibility to do single-shot molecule diffraction experiments. Even for
small molecules, the dynamics induced by the radiation damage in such exper-
iments are not yet fully understood. In particular, double core-ionized mole-
cules are expected to be created in considerable quantity.
We have therefore studied the electronic and nuclear dynamics of water mole-
cules in single and double core ionized states by means of electronic transition
rates and ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. From MD trajecto-
ries Auger transition rates were computed based on continuum electronic wave-
functions obtained by explicit integration of the coupled radial Schro¨dinger
equations. The calculated spectra for different molecular geometries were ac-
cumulated to account for the effects of nuclear dynamics during the core-
hole lifetime.
In contrast to the single core ionized water molecule, we found that dissociation
dynamics of double core-ionized water have strong effect on the resulting elec-
tron emission spectra. In addition, we found that the single core hole lifetime is
slightly smaller than the value obtained in earlier theoretical works. Finally, we
predict that the lifetime of double core ionized states is significantly lower than
half of the lifetime of a single core hole.
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The use of X-ray free electron lasers in single molecule experiments holds the
promise of solving macromolecular structures by ‘sequential crystallography’.
To that aim, reliable structure reconstruction from sparse and noisy scattering
images with rigorous bounds for the statistical uncertainty is one of the main
challenges. We here developed a method to refine a ‘seed’ structure model
given a set of scattering patterns, each with only few recorded photons and
background noise.
Firstly, using a Bayesian approach, the molecular orientation for each of scat-
tering images is determined by calculating the posterior probability distribu-
tion, such that the images are further averaged in 3D reciprocal space. This
step requires a ’seed’ model to calculate the probability distribution. To testthe validity of the method, the real space electron density is retrieved using a re-
laxed averaged alternating reflections algorithm.
Secondly, the ‘seed’ model is refined in a Monte Carlo simulation. The proba-
bility that the model fits to the given set of diffraction images is determined at
each iteration so as to find a model with highest probability.
Using scattering data for a glutathione molecule obtained in a numerical sim-
ulation as a test case, successful reconstruction was demonstrated for 20,000
diffraction patterns corresponding to random orientations and containing an av-
erage of 82 photons per image, yielding an effective R-factor of about 0.3. At
the level of 100 scattered photons per image, the molecular orientation is deter-
mined to 5o accuracy for white background noise of up to 50%, corresponding
to a resolution for the glutathione molecule of ca. 0.5A˚.
These results show that the proposed method is robust and enables structure de-
termination from sparse and noisy single molecule x-ray scattering images.
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Laser-pump diffracted-X-ray-tracking measurement system has been devel-
oped using nanosecond pulse laser at the beamline NW14A, Photon Factory
Advanced Ring, KEK, Japan. Generally, diffracted X-ray tracking (DXT)
has elucidated rotational motions of single protein molecule in real time [1].
In this work, single protein molecule labeled with gold nanocrystals in reaction
with ATP molecule was irradiated by wide-energy band X-ray and nanosecond
UV laser pulse. The motion of diffraction spots from gold nanocrystals were
tracked in real time. The laser pulse produced the ATP molecules from photo-
dissociation of caged-ATP in solution. The real-time rotational motion of single
protein molecule reacting with ATP molecule can be observed using laser
pump DXT.
Pulse laser system (Powelite8000, Continuum Inc., USA) was synchronized
with the diffracted X-ray tracking system. We took 90-120 diffraction images,
and time resolution of DXT was from 5 ms/frame to 36 ms/frame. The wave-
length, pulse width and laser intensity of single nanosecond laser pulse was
355 nm of third harmonic generation of the Nd:YAG laser, 10 ns and 20 mJ/
cm2, respectively. This beamline gave the wideband-energy X-ray in the energy
range 13-18 keV using an undulator at a repetition rate of 794 kHz. Delay time
of laser pulse in DXT measurement was controlled by delay generator. Laser
pulse can be irradiated sample in the arbitrary frames. We compared the motion
of diffraction spots from gold nanocrystals attached protein molecule before la-
ser irradiation with that after laser irradiation. The dynamical structural change
of protein molecule in capturing ATP molecule will be revealed using laser-
pump DXT. The rotational motion of Chaperonin in the presence of ATP is
demonstrated as a typical example.
[1] H. Shimizu, et al., Cell, 132, 67 (2008).
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In micro-sized force field, radiation pressure forces acting on an object surface
have been widely applied as a tool for laser trapping and cooling of the visible
light. In the region of short-wavelength, we confirmed the existence of atto-
Newton (aN) level’s radiation pressure force measured by using Diffracted
X-ray Tracking (DXT) which is tracing the X-ray diffraction spots from
the gold nanocrystal was labeled on the protein molecule at single molecular
level [1].
In this study, we succeeded in measuring the modified dynamic rotational
Brownian behaviors of the gold nanocrystal in an aqueous solution at micro-
sec. levels by varying the wavelength and flux of the incident X-ray probe.
As a result, we observed a clear energy-dependent radiation pressure in the
X-ray axial direction (2 theta) by comparing with a concentric circle direction
(chi: no-pressure direction). And the observed pressures were able to be esti-
mated from the X-ray wavelengths and flux. Furthermore, we found the pres-
ence of the resultant forces of X-ray radiation pressure on several diffracted
crystal planes from analyzing the angular distributions of accelerated motions.
This phenomenon expects to open a new application of X-ray science.
